Abstract. The conjugacy problem in three types of group constructions involving cyclic subgroups is discussed. First it is shown that if G has the solvable conjugacy problem and if h e G and k e G satisfy (a) h and k are not power conjugate to themselves or each other, (b) the power conjugacy problem in G with respect to h or k is solvable, and (c) the double coset solvability problem in G is solvable with respect to <A> and <fc>, then the FINN extension G* = <G, t; t~lht -k> has the solvable conjugacy problem. This result is used to deduce a similar theorem for free products with amalgamation, a fact first stated by Lipschutz. Then it is shown that if A and B are groups with the solvable conjugacy problem and h S A and k e B taken with themselves satisfy the conditions above in A and B, respectively, then {A » B; [h, k] = 1> has the solvable conjugacy problem.
1. Introduction. The conjugacy problem in free products with cyclic amalgamated subgroups and in HNN extensions with cyclic associated subgroups has received a good deal of attention from various authors. Lipschutz [7] solved the conjugacy problem for the free product of free groups with cyclic amalgamated subgroups. Lipschutz [8] also proved that free products with cyclic amalgamations have the solvable conjugacy problem assuming that the factors have the solvable conjugacy problem and that the generators of the amalgamated cyclic subgroups are of a certain type, which he called semicritical. Anshel and Stebe [2] first solved the conjugacy problem for an HNN extension of a free group with isomorphic cyclic associated subgroups. Anshel [1] extended this result to certain HNN groups having many stable letters.
Comerford and Truffault [4] solved the conjugacy problem in free products with cyclic amalgamations and HNN extensions with isomorphic cyclic associated subgroups where the factors or base groups, respectively, are small cancellation groups (specifically, sixth-groups). Their main technical result shows that elements of sixth-groups are semicritical for the free product with the amalgamation case and what we will call mutually semicritical in the HNN case.
Throughout this paper we will use the symbol H for the conjugacy relation in the group H. When it is clear which group is meant, we will write -.
Following Lipschutz [8] , we make the following definitions: Let G be a group, h and k elements of G. We will say that h and k are mutually semicritical if the following three conditions are satisfied:
(b) for ail w E G, we can decide whether or not w is conjugate to a power of h, and the same for k, (c) for any u E G, v E G, we can decide whether or not there exist integers r and s such that xruys = v for all pairs (x,y) E {h, k} X [h, k}. We will say that h is semicritical if h is mutually semicritical with itself.
In this paper we will show: Theorem 1. Let G have the solvable conjugacy problem and let h and k be mutually semicritical elements of G. Then the HNN extension G* = <G, t; t~]ht = ky has the solvable conjugacy problem.
Then, using an argument from [5], we show how one may deduce Lipschutz's main result in [8] from Theorem 1. Finally, using the proof of Theorem 1 and the theory developed in [6], we show: Theorem 2. Let A and B be groups with the solvable conjugacy problem, and let h and k be semicritical elements of A and B, respectively. Then the free product of A and B with commuting cyclic subgroups generated by h and k has the solvable conjugacy problem. We denote this group by C = (A * B; [h, k] = 1).
Proof of Theorem 1.
Proof. Suppose u and v are words of G*, u >*-G v. Case 1. Suppose u and t> are /-free. Then by Collins' Lemma [3] there is a sequence u = u0, ux, . . . , u, = v such that ux, . . . , u,_x are each in <A> or <fc> and ui+x is obtained from «, by conjugating by an element of G into the cyclic associated subgroups and then by t± ' for i = 0,. .., / -1.
If u r*G h" for some o or u n^G kß for some ß, or similarly for v, then u ^G, v. We may decide this by (b). So suppose we determine that u ~G xa, v ~~Gyß for some x, y E {h, k} and a, ß E Z. The a and ß are unique by (a). Conjugating by elements of G cannot change a and ß because of (a), and conjugating by t *x also keeps the powers fixed. So u ~G. v if and only if a = ß and x = y. Case 2. If either u or v has a /-symbol, they must be r-circumparallel by Collins' Lemma. We choose cyclic conjugates in G * </) of form u* = uxt'' ■ • ■ «"/*" and u* = vxt'' • • • v^*" where u" v¡ E G and e, = ±1 for /' = 1,. .., n. Of course u* and v* may effectively be determined from u and v.
As shown by Anshel and Stebe Suppose a mixed equation of (*) has a solution, say u¡ha = kßvr If also w,AT = ksVj, then u¡~xks~pu¡ = hy~a, so we must have ß = 8 and y = a by (a). Thus, a solution of a mixed equation of (*) is unique. Moreover, a fixed solution to one equation in (») allows us effectively to determine if (*) has a solution, since we then successively have equations of form x" = C where C is a fixed word of G, and these equations may be uniquely determined by (b) and (a). Thus, if (*) has a mixed equation, we may determine if this equation has a solution using (c), and from this we may proceed to determine if (*) has a solution.
The remaining case occurs when all equations in (*) are not mixed. Suppose without loss of generality that the first equation is of form uxha' = /»%),. Then (*) must be of the following form:
k"_,A*-' = **-*"_,
Note that this may only occur if « is even and the f-projection of u and v alternating; otherwise (*) has a mixed equation.
Rewriting, we get
By (c) we may determine whether or not there exist integers p¡, q¡ such that xffyxj* = u, where x¡ is the appropriate h or k. If for some /' there are no such p, and q¡, then (**) has no solution. So we now suppose we have foundp,, . . . ,pn, qx,...,qn satisfying xrp>u¡x? = v¡.
First of all we determine, by (c), if there are integers /?,, /?/ such that xfaxf1' = u¡. If so, we must have /?/ = -/?, by (a). So if there is such a /}" let x?' be a generator of the subgroup of <A> or <fc> commuting with «,. Otherwise, let y, = 0. We may effectively determine y, for / = 1.n. If xl'^UjX'' -v¡ then Ui~lxp~Plu¡ = */""*, so r, -p(. = j, -q. by (a). This means Xp-Pi g <x,Y'>. Thus we have xfr%xp = v¡ if and only if r¡ = p, + w,y, and í, = q¡ + m¡y¡ for some integer m¡.
Note that if y, = 0 for some i, then the ith equation of (**) has a unique solution (p¡, q¡), and we may proceed to determine whether or not (*) has a solution.
So suppose y, 7e 0 for / = \, . . ., n. Then (*) has a solution (a,, . . . , a") if and only if the following system (***) of equations in Z has a solution (mx, . . ., wj") in
Z:
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9"-i + mH_lya_i = />" + /m"y"
In + '""Y« = />I + ™lYl-Solving these equations successively for m,, we find that (***) has a solution if and only if 2"=i/^ = 2"_,?y and the following quantity is integral for / = 2,...,n:
"h = 1^,7, -2 /?/ -2 %)/y,-But mxyx = J?Jm2Pj -2;-W, (mod y¡) for i = 2, . . ., n if m,Y, = 2;_2/>, -2j«'ft (mod il"=1y,) for i = 2, . . . , n, so we need only check the elements in a complete residue system modulo Jl"^xy¡ to determine if the system of congruences has a solution. This completes the proof.
The following lemma establishes that the standard embedding of a free product with amalgamation into the corresponding HNN extension is conjugacy preserving. Theorem (Lipschutz) . Let H be the free product of groups with the solvable conjugacy problem amalgamating a cyclic subgroup generated by semicritical elements in the factors. Then H has solvable conjugacy problem.
Proof. We first consider the case H = (Ax * A2; ax = a2} where a¡ is semicritical in A¡, i = 1, 2. Let G* = (Ax * A2, t; t~xaxt = a2>. Since the embedding <p: H-+ G* defined by <p(g2) = 82 if 82 e A2, <p(gx) = t~xgxt if gx G Ax is Frattini, we need only to solve the conjugacy problem in G*. To do this, it suffices to show that ax and a2 are mutually semicritical in Ax * A2.
(a) This is clear.
(b) If we cyclically reduce in the free product sense, this may be reduced to the conjugacy-power-solvability in the factors.
(c) Suppose we are given u and v in Ax * A2, and we seek a pair (r, s) so that axrua2 = v. We write u = gxhx ■ • ■ gphp in normal form (free product) with perhaps gx = 1 or hp = 1, and similarly v = cxdx ■ ■ • cqdq, with g" c, G Ax, h¡, dj G A2. We We may determine by (a) in Ax if there is an r with a[ ~AC\8\X-If not> dien there can be no pair (r, s) with a[ua2 = v. If so, r is unique by (a), so, using the word problem in Ax we determine if a[ = cxgx~l. If this is true, we then determine if dx~1hx is trivial in A2, and continue. Finally, if we reach the word d~xhpa{, we handle this exactly as cx xa[gx was handled in the first step.
The other three cases to be considered in proving (c) are similar. We now consider H = </40 * • • • * An; a¡ = a0, / = 1.ny where a, is semicritical in A¡ for i = 0, . . . , n. Then the a, are pairwise mutually semicritical in P = A0* • • • * A". Let G* be the group G* = </>, /"..., /"; Çxa,tt -a* i! -1, . . . , //>. Then by the lemma the mapping <p: 7/ -» G* with <p(go) = g0 for g0 G A0, (¡»(g,) = z,-^,/, for g, G A¡, i = 1, . . ., n, is a Frattini embedding. Thus, to solve the conjugacy problem for H, we need only solve the conjugacy problem for G*. To do this, it suffices to show that G* may be constructed as an HNN extension of the type considered in the first part of the theorem.
Let G° = P, Gm = (Gm~\ tm; t~xajm = a0> for m = 1,. . ., n. Then clearly G" = G*. To allow an iterated application of the theorem proved above for one stable letter, it remains to show that if j > m + 1 and a0, Oj are mutually semicritical in Gm then they are mutually semicritical in Gm+l, m = 0, .. ., n -1.
So suppose j > m + 1 and a0, a} are mutually semicritical in Gm. We check the three conditions in Gm+1.
(a) We know that a0 and a, are not self-power-conjugate or power-conjugate in Gm. If a£ ~G»+.aü3 then there is a sequence a¡¡ = «", m" . . ., «,_,, u, = a^ where «if..., W/_i in <a0> and mi+1 is obtained from u¡ by conjugating by an element of Gm into <a0> and then by /^|, for / = 0, ...,/-1. These conjugations cannot change the exponent of a0. For a} the sequence must be completely trivial since j > m + 1, so af ~G~+iaf must imply af ~Guif. If a¿" -G-+ia/ then a/ must enter into such a sequence starting with a£, which is also impossible.
(b) We must be able to determine if there exists an a so that w -G»+iO," and w f^Gmaf for any w, and similarly for a0. For a, this is similar to the argument in (a); since j > m + 1 we cannot have af in a Collins' Lemma type sequence. If w ~Gm*iÜQ but w ^gMq, we must have w ~G»a^+i, which may be decided (see Case 1 of Theorem 1).
(c) Given u and t> in Gm+1 we must be able to decide if, for example, there are integers r and j with a¿uaf = v in Gm+i. We may imitate the argument for (c) above in this theorem, using Britton's Lemma in the place of the normal form theorem for free products with amalgamation.
Proof of Theorem 2.
Proof. We will assume that h and k have infinite order in A and B, respectively. If either h or k has finite order, the argument is similar. We will say that a word w of P = A * B is C-reduced if it is reduced in P in the free product sense and has no proper sub word of the form hk or kh. A word w is cyclically C-reduced if every cyclic conjugate in the free product sense of w is C-reduced.
Suppose u ~ v in C but u ■* v in P. As shown in [6], there are two possible cases, assuming that u and t> are cyclically C-reduced:
Case I. u and v have cyclic conjugates «* and v* such that «* = hpkq and u* = hp'k* for some integersp, #,p', q'. Examining the labels of the only possible annular conjugacy diagram for u and v shows that the following equation holds in C for some integersp,, qx,. . . ,p", q": hPxk<>Wkqi ■ ■ ■ hp-kq-h~p"-ík~q"--í ■ ■ ■ h~p'k~qi = 1 where px + p2= p, qx = q, -p"= p', and -(q" + q"_x) = q1. But then we have We abbreviate u, • • • u¡_2 and v, -• • v¡_2 (modulo n, of course) by U¡ and V¡, respectively. Thus, we have the system hx,+lUih~Xl = F, for i = 1, . . ., n, where xn+x = jc,. But the algorithm given in Theorem 1 to determine if system (**) has a solution (a" . . ., a") can be used to determine if this system has a solution (xx, ..., xn).
